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You may wonder why my heading reads: Oak Lawn, 1927 and not 1924.  This is a 

common enough question and may be explained thus. While most of us associate 1924 with the 

beginning of our churches, it was not until 1927 that the Lord saw fit to start a new church in 

Oak Lawn.  And since we believe that the reader is already familiar with the events of 1924, we 

shall not delve too deeply into the history of that momentous year. 

It is true, the temporary organization which was later to become the Protestant Reformed 

Churches, did not take place until January 27, 1925.  And the final organization under the present 

name did not take place until November of 1926.  Still, it is the memorable year of 1924 which 

lives in our minds as the year of our birth.  For it was in this year that the Revs. Hoeksema, 

Ophoff and Danhof and their respective consistories were deposed from their offices because 

they refused to subscribe to the theory of the Three Points.  However, it was not until the Fall of 

1926 that two elders of the Oak Lawn Christian Reformed Church took it upon themselves to ask 

the Rev. Hoeksema to come and give us a lecture, so that said leaders might become more 

acquainted with the controversy which had created such a turbulent condition in the church.  The 

Rev. Hoeksema obliged and spoke to us on “Jerusalem Measured”.  It may be said that while all 

were not in complete agreement with the speaker, many did go home with the conviction in their 

hearts that they had been edified by a sound and thoroughly scriptural exposition of the Word of 

God. 

The immediate result of this action by the two elders was that they were deposed from 

their office upon the advice of a neighboring consistory which had been called in for that 

purpose. 

This, however, did not settle the problem.  For many, the removing of these two elders 

from their office merely intensified the question as to whether the Christian Reformed Church 

did what was right in the eyes of the Lord by adopting the Three Points of the Synod of 1924.  

Many an evening was filled with this discussion and again the deposed elders took it upon 

themselves to ask the Rev. Hoeksema for another address.  Again we were obliged as were other 

groups in South Holland, Roseland and other localities.  After this series of lectures and after 

many hours of ardent study and much prayer, it became increasingly evident that the Christian 

Reformed Church had not only erred in its adoption of the theory of the Three Points, but that the 

deposing from office of the Revs. Hoeksema, Danhof and Ophoff and their respective 

consistories and all others who were removed because of their opposition, was a very grave and 

unjustifiable deed.  It became evident that if the Church of Jesus Christ were to heed its calling 

and its responsibility, she could not do it under the banner of the Christian Reformed Church.  

This separation from the parent church was necessary since we were convinced that we must 

here defend and preserve the sound doctrine of the Scripture in our midst. 

Having made our decision, we determined to act accordingly.  It was upon the night of 

July 7, 1927, that a group of five families and two unmarried young men gathered together with 

the Rev. Hoeksema.  He spoke on John 7:39: “But this spake He of the Spirit which they that 

believe on Him should receive, for the Holy Ghost was not yet given, because that Jesus was not 

yet glorified” and this verse in connection with Acts 2:4, where we read, “And they were filled 

with the Holy Ghost and began to speak with other tongues, as the Spirit gave them utterance.”  

Afterwards, he organized us into a congregation. 



Now for these few, it was again possible to hear the Word of God preached in all its 

purity and our hearts were gladdened. 

So for a period of eight years we met from Sabbath to Sabbath, but without the guiding 

hand of a minister.  Yet, from the very beginning, we were privileged with having our own 

church building.  Although we were financially weak, we managed to raise a fund which enabled 

us to purchase a building which for some time previously had been used as a community hall and 

a place of local entertainment.  The building was not in perfect condition, but after undergoing 

some cleaning and repairing, it proved to be quite adaptable to our purpose.  During these first 

years we were destined for many disappointments.  It became increasingly evident that all who 

had proclaimed to love our truth, did not exhibit such true love.  We were reminded that even 

though we love the true Gospel, we were still an imperfect people with a sinful human nature.  

Although we lost some members, we also gained a few and in all this we realized that all things 

work together for good for them who love Christ.  The Lord deemed this also for our good and 

we were always able to say: hitherto hath the Lord helped us.  During these first eight years, our 

pulpit was supplied by various students and ministers and reading by the consistory.  Many times 

is seemed as if we were destined to be a church without a pastor.  For several were called, but the 

Lord deemed it wise that they should not come.  However, this was to change and in the Fall of 

1934, we sent a call to the Rev. C. Hanko, who at that time was shepherd of the congregation at 

Hull, Ia.  A few weeks later, we received the glad message from him, “I will come over and help 

you.”  At last our prayer was answered.  In January of 1935, Rev. Hanko arrived and labored 

amongst us for nine years.  It was during his pastorate that our Young Peoples’ Society was 

organized and English sermons were introduced.  Our Young Peoples’ Society originated with 

six charter members.  This number fluctuated due to new members coming in and others 

dropping out. 

Our present membership is 12 and has been about the same over a period of the last few 

years.  During the years that Rev. Hanko was our pastor, the congregation grew from slightly 

more than five families to seventeen families by the Spring of 1943.  It was to be seen that our 

pastor arrived at a very opportune time.  It was at a time that the young people needed a leader, 

not only as far as Society life was concerned, but especially as catechism classes which needed 

one to instruct them in the principles of the Reformed doctrine. 

It was in 1943 that we experienced great happiness in that we were able to buy a 

parsonage for our minister.  This indeed had been a great problem for us.  For eight years our 

pastor had been forced to move from place to place.  In fact, the last week before the parsonage 

was occupied, the pastor and his family spent more than a week in what was little more than a 

shack.  For many years, we had faced our problem without a pastor and now suddenly, we were 

confronted with the novel situation of having a minister and having no place to put him.  It was 

decided that although funds were low, we should buy our own parsonage.  This was 

accomplished by the united efforts of the congregation and the collections which we received 

from the sister churches.  We are indeed grateful to the Lord that this was made possible for us, 

as subsequent developments in the housing situation would have shouldered us with immense 

responsibilities. 

The year of 1943 had also its sad moments from the point of view that we lost a few of 

our former members.  The oldest member of our congregation was taken to her heavenly home.  

One family moved to California and two families returned to the Christian Reformed Church.  

Yet we are grateful to the Lord that in this also we had grown in unity of faith and love of the 

truth.  As was the case in many other churches, we lost practically all our young men to the 



armed services.  This was an especially trying period for our Young Peoples’ Society and senior 

catechism class. 

It was in the fall of 1943 that our pastor received a call from our church in Manhattan, 

Montana.  The congregation sensed a difference in this call and the others which he had received 

and their fears were confirmed when he announced that Manhattan would be his next 

congregation.  So, after ten years, we were vacant again.  Rev. Hanko left for his new charge in 

January of 1945.  Then the congregation called the Rev. M. Gritters and was soon again blessed 

by having its own pastor to minister unto its needs.  Rev. Gritters arrived here in March 1945.  

After that, from time to time, young men began to arrive home from the service of the country.  

February of 1946 saw the last of our young men safely back home. 

Thus, for twenty years has Oak Lawn existed.  Many have been our trials and the road 

was not always smooth.  However, we have become more and more firmly knit as one in the 

Lord.  And that, after all, is of primary importance.  Trusting in Him also for the future, we can 

rest assured that all earthy things will fall away and that we shall be victorious in Him Who 

loved us first.  May God give us more zeal for His Cause at all times, so that we shall not be 

found as having lost our first love.  May we grow in grace and live as members of the body of 

Christ, so that no man may take our crown.  To God be all the honor and glory forever. 
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